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The sounds you hea
in the jungle these days
aren't always made by animals...
They might well be those from an International
Communication Receiver.
From the UNIDEN CORPORATION, world beaters in Cordless
Communication, makers )f the VHF, UHF, landmobile, the
Marine Radio Telephone. the Cordless Telephone and CB
equipment.. the NEW CR 2021.
This is no ordinary radio, it was developed especially with
the professional in mind so that no matter how out of reach
he is always in touch with the great wide world outside,
thanks to his Uniden 2021 Communication Receiver.
The rapid evolution in the electronics industry has made the
world beyond our reach ever more accessible, in fact it has
put it within the mere touch of a few digits on the face of an
International Communication Receiver. For the
businessman the stock markets in Tokyo, New York, London
or Paris are only a frequency away A frequency clearly
printed out on the liquid crystal display. If you want to know

qp

what's on in the world's major capitals, from Moscow t
Montevideo - your Uniden Communication Receiver is there
to tell you.

With a frequency range from
AM 150 - 29.999 kHz and on
FM 76 to 108 mHz the new Uniden
2021 scans the bands with all the
accuracy of its micro -circuitry.
Advanced technology in a
compact and hardy plastic casing
that fits easily into a briefcase or a
bag.
Powered by AC/DC and with an
external antenna socket the 2021
can be used as easily at home, in
your office. in your motor car or
the great outdoors. A companion
always at hand to keep you

informed. Even when the power's
OFF the memory's ON...
AM. FM, SW, SSB/CW (morse
code) available with push button
and time saving simplicity - the
latter by using the two frequency
range initiator controls Fl and F2.
Other standard features include
antenna adjustment RF (Go in
DX, Normal or Local) fine tuning
control, a 10-90 minute selectable
sleep timer, a light switch and
built-in carrying handle making
pcssible semi -horizontal
operation.
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However out of reachYou're always in touch.
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